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Abstract. Hyperthermia utilizing nanoparticles is a novel cancer therapy, which relies

1. Introduction

tems have been presented in the literature [6-11]. The
heating of the magnetic tracer embedded in a living
tissue may be due to: the Brownian e ect; eddy
currents; uctuations in the directions of the magnetic
moments; crossing the anisotropic barrier of the tracer
(Neel relaxation); or magnetic energy loss because of
magnetic hysteresis loop [12-14]. Here, it is assumed
that the heat dissipated by nanoparticles has its origin
in hysteresis losses, which are proportional to the area
of the hysteresis loop. Using Linear Response Theory
(LRT), which is valid for low-amplitude elds, the
heating power is given by [15-16]:

AC magnetic eld;
Hyperthermia;
Resonant converter;
Magnetic
nanoparticles;
solenoid coil.

on the heat released when nanoparticles inside a tumor are exposed to an alternating
magnetic eld. The eld strength and frequency as the main variants a ect performance
of nanoparticles in heat generation. Besides characteristics of the nanoparticle, which are
the main criteria for tuning amplitude and frequency of the magnetic eld generated by
an Alternating Magnetic Field Generator (AMFG), several related parameters should be
considered for an optimum design of AMFG. These parameters are input voltage range,
copper tube resistance used in solenoid coil, coil number of turns, etc. With regard to these
criteria, a design procedure of AMFG for research applications is proposed to maximize the
heat released by nanoparticles. In order to validate the design, an experimental setup of
AMFG is prepared, which is used for in vivo hyperthermia tests. The experimental results
are shown and compared with the simulations.
© 2018 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

Magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) have received signi cant interest in various elds of science. In biomedical
applications, they have received considerable attention
as a potential therapeutic tool for cancer and other
diseases [1-5]. They are used as Magnetic Fluid Hyperthermia (MFH) agents. Hyperthermia has long been
regarded as a promising treatment by heating diseased
tissues to between 43 C and 46 C for a period of time
to destroy cancer cells without any lethal e ect on
normal tissues. MNPs are a ected by an Alternating
Magnetic Field (AMF), which leads to dissipation of
thermal energy in the surrounding medium.
Several nanoparticle power loss measurement sys*. Corresponding author. Fax: +98 - 71- 37261288
E-mail addresses: mahdi.mohseni18@gmail.com (M.
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PmLRT = 0 x0 H02 f

2f
;
1 + (2f )2

(1)

where x0 , H0 , and f are the equilibrium susceptibility,
eld amplitude, and eld frequency, respectively.  is
the Neel-Brown relaxation time. Eq. (1) shows that
electromagnetic eld amplitude and frequency a ect
the dissipated power of MNP.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of an AMF generator for hyperthermia application.
The maximum MNP power dissipation is desired as fast increase in temperature would improve
the capability of the method to destroy cancer cells.
Accordingly, Alternating Magnetic Field Generator
(AMFG) should be designed (Figure 1).
Di erent systems of magnetic eld generation
have been proposed for magnetic nanoparticle hyperthermia experiments. AMFG using single-layer and
double-layer solenoid, Helmholtz coils, and inductor
with C-shaped ferromagnetic core are the most common systems, which have been compared in [17]. The
most common type is single-layer solenoid [18-24] on
which this study is focused.
Several studies have been conducted on AMFG
improvement in hyperthermia application. In [18], the
heating power of magnetic uid, when exposed to a
high-frequency magnetic eld, was investigated. The
setup was capable of generating homogeneous magnetic
eld of amplitudes up to 4 kA/m and frequencies
from 10 kHz to 1 MHz. The required analytical
relationships and computations of power dissipation in
magnetic uid subjected to alternating magnetic eld
were developed in [19-20]. An AMFG operating at
a frequency of 300 kHz with variable eld strength
ranging from 0 to 11 mT was designed in [21] and used
for magnetic hyperthermia treatment.
Several investigations have been performed into
high-frequency AMF measurement for the application
of magnetic nanoparticle hyperthermia therapy. An
alternating magnetic eld measuring device was designed in [22], which used three detection coils as
the probes and a DSP chip for data acquisition and
processing. The intensity range of 18 Gauss to 78
Gauss and frequency range of 50 kHz to 800 kHz
were considered for AMFG operation. Self-heating of
thin wires required for accurate sensors used in AMF
measurement was studied in [23].
In [24], alternating magnetic eld optimization
of iron oxide nanoparticles (IONP) in hyperthermia

cancer treatment was described. As explained in [24],
the production of eddy current heating is a function of
tissue size, geometry, and composition as well as coil
design and operation. The optimization was done by
performing several experimental tests in di erent operating points and no analytical study was performed.
Analytical study of optimization of AMFG considering coil geometry and power electronic characteristics has not been performed so far. In this study,
AMFG optimization steps regarding coil geometry and
power electronic characteristics such as magnitude and
frequency of voltage are described in detail.
Besides the above studies, which focused on the
AMFG part of hyperthermia therapy, many studies
have been conducted to develop analytical relationships
and computations of power dissipation in magnetic
uid [2-11].
This paper explains the design procedure of
AMFG for the purpose of maximizing the outcome of
Eq. (1) while considering several practical constraints
on power electronics resonant converter used to generate current through the solenoid coil. Therefore, the
objective function is modi ed to achieve maximum performance of the system. Magnetic eld frequency, coil
number of turns and radius, and copper tube diameter
are the main features of AMFG determined here.
This paper is organized as follows: The resonance
converter and basic relations for the converter and
solenoid coil are described in Section 2. Section 3
provides a review of design criteria and describes design
optimization in detail. The results of simulations and
experiments for the prepared system are presented and
discussed in Section 4.

2. Con gurations, speci cations, and basic
operational principles of AMFG
As shown in Figure 1, two main parts of an AMFG are
as follows:
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As mentioned before, the second basic part of
AMFG is air core coil. In the design calculations,
three parameters of coil are used: electromagnetic
eld generated by coil (B ), coil inductance, and coil
resistance (RL ). Peak value of sinusoidal B (BM )
generated in an air core coil and inductance of a singlelayer air core coil (L) are given by:
 NI
BM = 0 M ;
l
L=

Figure 2. Basic structure of full-bridge ZCS series
converter used as AMFG.

1. Power electronic resonant converter;
2. Air-core coil, which is the inductor part of resonant
tank of converter [25,26].
In order to inject high frequency-high amplitude
alternating current into the air-core solenoid, several
types of resonant converters are applicable. The
main topologies are full-bridge Zero-Voltage Switching (ZVS), half-bridge ZVS, full-bridge Zero-Current
Switching (ZCS), and half-bridge ZCS series converters. Regarding the voltage and current stress of power
semiconductor switches, the appropriate structure can
be selected. Accordingly, the most popular converter,
which is also considered in this paper, is full-bridge ZCS
series converter (Figure 2).
The converter should operate at resonant frequency to achieve maximum performance. Considering
the basic operation of full-bridge ZCS series converter,
resonance frequency (f0 ), peak value of current through
the coil (IM ), and peak value of voltage across coil at
operating frequency of f are as follows [27]:
f0 =
IM =

p1

RT

(2)

;

2 LC

2Vin
1 + QL 2 (f/f

q

VM = 2f L IM ;

0

f0/f )2

;

(3)
(4)

where, RT is the total resistance of the circuit (RT =
R + RL ) and QL is the loaded quality factor de ned as:
q

L/C
QL =
:
RT

(5)

Power consumption of the circuit is equal to power loss
of RT .
1
Pin = RT IM 2 :
2

(6)

(7)

0:001  N 2 r2
;
(228r2 + 254l)

(8)

where, N , r, and l are number of turns, coil radius,
and coil length, respectively. Considering skin e ect
in high-frequency operation, coil resistance is also
calculated as:

RL = 2rN
;
(9)
 (D  )


r


;
f0

(10)

where,  is relative resistance and equal to 1:68  10 8
for copper, and D is the diameter of tube used to make
the coil.

3. Design optimization of AMFG
The aim of design procedure is to maximize the
generated heat by nano particles according to Eq. (1).
Using Eq. (1) and Eqs. (6)-(10), the relation for heat
generation is as follows:


x0 0 2
PmLRT =
D2
=

r


:
0 f0



Pin (D  )
Nr



!

(2 )f0 2
;
1+(2 )2 f0 2
(11)

It is assumed that system input power, which is
approximately equal to the power consumed by total
system resistance, is constant.
In the following, some practical limitations of
the system which should be considered in the design
procedure are described:
A) Inability to work exactly at resonant frequency.
One of the main practical constraints which should
be considered is that tuning the operating frequency at resonant frequency is not possible. This
is mainly because:
1) Inserting the samples into the coil changes the
coil inductance and resistance, hence, changing
resonant frequency;
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Figure 3. IM variation for a given resonant frequency
(L  C = CNST ) and di erent values of L=C:
Vin = 1 p.u., RT = 1 p.u., f0 = 1 p.u.

2) Circuit wiring changes the total inductance of
circuit; and
3) The system is temperature-dependent.
Hence, to achieve maximum performance at a
given frequency, which means achieving maximum
current, operating at a frequency around the resonant frequency should be considered. Therefore,
the best system performance is when the variation
of IM is minimum while system frequency deviates
from resonant frequency. As shown in Figure 3, for
a given resonant frequency, decreasing value of L
results in lower IM variation.
Therefore, besides maximizing Eq. (1), small
value of L is desirable.
B) Dead time. Another practical constraint of system
operation is dead time, which should be applied to
switching commands to prevent shooting through
the legs. To prevent cross conduction, two switches
of a leg (S1 and S2, S3 and S4) should not
be on simultaneously; therefore, the command
waveforms should be non-overlapping and have
sucient dead time. Because of MOSFET delay
time at turn-o , if the dead time is too short, one
switch would still remain on while the other turns
on. This results in cross conduction current pulses
(Ipk = Vin =(RDS 1 + RDS 2 )), which may cause
immediate failure of the devices.
Considering dead time for the switching command, the peak current through the resonant
tank decreases as the e ective square wave voltage
applied to it decreases. The modi ed amplitude
of the generated current by resonant converter is
given by:
2Vin (1 Td f0 )
r
(12)
IM =

2 ;
2
RT 1 + QL f/f0 f0/f
where Td is the dead time interval.
C) Desirability of lower input dc voltage. Very small
value of switch resistance is highly desirable, not

only to reduce power loss of the system but also
to limit thermal power dissipated from switches.
It simpli es thermal management and a ect the
reliability of converter. On the other hand, onresistance of power MOSFET rapidly increases
with rated blocking voltage; therefore, working
at low dc voltage is important and should be
considered in design optimization.
It is worth to pay attention to some points:
1) As mentioned before, the input power of the
system is assumed to be constant. Obviously,
higher input power improves the system performance.
2) Coil length can be calculated as:
l = k N D;

(13)

where k is the coecient used to show insulating cover of tube. Here, it is assumed to be
equal to 1.1. Therefore, coil length is not an
independent variable in the calculations.
3) For in vivo research application, coil radius
should be at least 2 cm.
4) System resistance (RT ) contains two main
parts. First part includes the wiring resistance
on AC side and coil resistance (RL ) which
varies depending on system frequency (due
to skin e ect), and the second part includes
converter switch on-state, wiring resistance on
DC side, and track resistance (RCir ) which are
rather constant.
RT = RCir + RL :
(14)
The parameters of converter and coil which should
be determined in the design procedure are as
follows:
1) Resonant frequency (f0 );
2) Number of turns (N );
3) Tube diameter (D);
4) Coil radius (r).
According to the above discussion, the objective function which should be minimized to achieve
best performance is:
1
OF = LRT
+ k1 L2 (N;r;D) f02 + k2 Vin ;
P m (N;r;D;f0 )
(15)
where, L is obtained by Eq. (8) and PmLRT and Vin
are calculated as:
1 2
)
PmLRT (N;r;D;f0 ) = (x0 0 )(
1:1D
"

2
8(1 Td f0 )2 Pin
2
 (RCir + RL )

#

!

(2 )f0 2
;
1 + (2 )2 f0 2 (16)
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Vin =

r


(R + RL )Pin :
2 Cir

(17)

k1 and k2 are weight coecients.
D) The genetic algorithm (GA). The genetic algorithm (GA) used here is described in the following.

3.1. Optimization method

GAs are search and optimization methods based on
natural evolution. They can search possible solutions
simultaneously and do not need any previous knowledge or special properties of the tness function. They
consist in a population of strings (chromosomes) transformed by three genetic operators, namely, selection,
crossover, and mutation. Each chromosome represents
a possible solution to the problem which is being
optimized and each bit represents a value for some
variable of the problem (gene). These solutions are
classi ed by a tness function in order to obtain better
solutions [28].

3.2. Encoding

The objective is to nd the optimal number of turns,
diameter of coil, frequency, and input voltage parameters to maximize heating power of device. Therefore,
the con guration of population is encoded by two
parameters, namely, frequency and input voltage. The
rst value of resonance frequency parameter is equal to
100 kHz and the second parameter, i.e., input voltage
starts from 5 v.

3.3. Fitness function

The objective function will be evaluated for each
individual of the population. The tness is a measure
of quality, which is used to compare di erent solutions.
In this study, the tness is de ned as Eq. (15).
The GAs only nd the minimum positive value
of the objective function and, to do so, they will nd
optimal frequency and input voltage of the device and
maximize heating power.

3.4. Initial population

An initial population, called parents, consisting of N
sequences of chromosomes is randomly generated. The
number of initial population is chosen by designer.
Increasing initial population increases probability of
nding global minimum and decreases speed of algorithm due to additional calculations. The regenerated
chromosomes are called o spring. The regeneration
results in chromosomes with better tness values.
The algorithm proceeds until no more improvement is
attained in tness function.

3.5. Crossover

The main objective of crossover is to rearrange the
information of two di erent chromosomes and produce
a new one. Crossover section has two steps. First,
chromosomes are chosen randomly and, then, every
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chosen chromosome can be recombined by probability
of Pc (0  Pc  1).

3.6. Mutation

An inherent disadvantage of the crossover is that at
some particular position, the value of the gene may
not change at all. To avoid this problem, mutation
is used to introduce some arrangement of arti cial
diversi cation in the population to avoid premature
convergence on local optimum. In this method, one
or more genes of the chosen sequence are changed by
probability of Pm (0  Pm  1) and a new sequence is
generated. Mutation operator is applied at each part
of the chromosome, separately.

4. Simulation and experimental results
In order to prepare AMFG setup with 600W input
power, the objective function presented in Section 3
is minimized using Genetic Algorithm (GA). GAs are
search and optimization methods based on natural
evolution. They can search possible solutions simultaneously and do not need any previous knowledge or
special properties of the tness function. They consist
in a population of strings (chromosomes) transformed
by three genetic operators, namely, selection, crossover,
and mutation. Each chromosome represents a possible
solution to the problem which is being optimized and
each bit represents a value for some variable of the
problem (gene).
Power MOSFET is used to make the setup and the
characteristics (Table 1) are considered for modeling
and simulations in IRF1404 [29]. Two MOSFETs are
parallel in each switch to decrease the total on-state
switch resistance (RDS ) and, therefore, the related
power loss. Because of the characteristics of power
MOSFET and gate driver, a constant dead time of 250
nsec. is applied to the switching signals of two switches
in a leg (Figure 4).
Regarding the required characteristics of the system, it is necessary to apply an ultrafast gate drive
circuit to the MOSFETs. IXDD414 is used as the gate

Table 1. Power MOSFET characteristics applied in

simulations and driver circuit design of the prepared setup.

Symbols
VBR
ID
RDS
QG
td(on)
td(o )
tr
to

De nitions

Drain to source breakdown voltage
Continuous drain current
Static drain to source on-resistance
Total gate charge (VGS = 10 V)
Turn-on delay time
Turn-o delay time
Rise time
Fall time

Values

40 (V)
121 (A)
4 (m )
196 (nC)
17 (nsec)
46 (nsec)
190 (nsec)
33 (nsec)
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Figure 5. Experimental setup: (a) Setup and (b)
solenoid coil.

Table 2. Characteristics of experimental setup with
respect to presented design procedure.

Symbols

Figure 4. Gate drive signals of two switches in a leg while
considering a dead time of 250 nsec: (a) Control signals
applied to the gate drive circuit, and (b) applied voltage
to the gate of MOSFET (250 nsec./div., 10 V/div.).
drive of MOSFETs, which is able to deliver 14 A at the
output [30].
Also,  and x0 are assumed to have typical values
of 9  10 9 and 10 8 , respectively [31]. It should be
noted that D is considered to have a constant value
of 8 mm in the design optimization algorithm, as it
was the only available size of copper tube to make the
coil. According to the data acquired by the design procedure, an experimental setup is prepared (Figure 5)
and equivalent circuit is simulated to validate the used
relations of the system of which the results are shown
in Table 2.
The second version of AMFG prepared for in vivo
hyperthermia research is shown in Figure 6.
The AMFG is simulated, in which the injected
current of solenoid as well as solenoid and capacitor
voltages is shown in Figure 7. The experimental results
of AMFG for output voltage of H-bridge converter and
coil voltage are shown in Figure 8.

De nitions

Values

Pin
Vin
C
N
D
r
l
L

Input power of AMFG
Input voltage of AMFG
Capacitance of capacitor tank
Number of turns
Diameter of copper tube
Coil radius
Coil length
Inductance of air-core coil

BM

Peak value of electromagnetic 0.011 (T)
eld

Td

Dead time

RCir

On-state MOSFET and circuit 0.05 ( )
resistance

IM

Peak value of current through 112 (A)
coil

PmLRT
f0

Hysteresis Power
Resonant switching frequency

600 (W)
22 (V)
80 (nF)
15.4
8 (mm)
2.5 (cm)
13 (cm)
4.6 ( H)

250 (nsec)

75 (mW)
507216 (Hz)

It should be mentioned that as high-voltage probe
was not available for measurement, the voltage across
a part of the coil was measured. Using the measured
voltage, the voltage across the coil could be easily
determined by a correction factor of 5.45 (Figure 9).
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Figure 6. AMFG setup prepared for in vivo hyperthermia research: (a) Three main parts of the system, (b) setup, and
(c) solenoid coil during in vivo test.

Figure 7. Simulation Results: (a) Square voltage applied
to resonant tank, (b) capacitor and coil voltages, and (c)
coil current.

In order to investigate the performance of the
optimized system, the AMFG with two di erent coils
is implemented. The operating power, input voltage,
and switching frequency considered for the tests are
the same and equal to 600W, 22 Volts, and 500 kHz,

Figure 8. Experimental results: (a) Square wave voltage
applied to resonant tank (10 V/div., 500 nsec./div.), and
(b) solenoid coil voltage (545 V/div., 500 nsec./div.).

respectively. The geometry of the coils is as follows:



Optimized coil: diameter: 5 cm, number of turns:
15, length: 13 cm (Figure 10).
Non-Optimized coil: diameter: 9 cm, number of
turns: 16, length: 16 cm (Figure 11).
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Figure 9. Measuring coil voltage: blue: voltage across
coil (10 V/div., 10 msec./div.), and red: voltage across
part of coil (5 V/div., 10 msec./div.).

Figure 11. Experimental setup while using

non-optimized coil: (a) Non-optimized coil compared with
optimized coil and (b) test with magnetic nano-particles.

Figure 10. Experimental setup while using optimized
coil: (a) Optimized coil and (b) test with magnetic
nano-particles.

The experimental tests are done with the same
magnetic nano-particle (doze: 6 mg, 4 milliliters,
custom-made magnetic ferro uid form) and the duration of both tests is 420 seconds. The results are
shown in Table 3 and Figure 12. As it can be seen,

Figure 12. Experimental result of temperature rise for
magnetic nano-particles while using optimized and
non-optimized coils.
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Table 3. Experimental results of temperature rise for
optimized and non-optimized coils.

Temperature ( C)
Time (sec) Optimized Non-optimized
coil
coil
0
30
60
90
120
150
180
210
240
270
300
330
360
390
420

29
30
31
31.9
32.7
33.3
33.9
34.6
35.1
35.7
36.3
37
37.6
38.1
38.6

29
30.5
32
33.8
35.2
36.8
38.4
40
41.5
43
44.2
45.5
47
48
49

temperature rise of magnetic nano-particles is more
while using optimized coil, which shows higher heat
generation and demonstrates analytical design of the
system.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, design optimization of AMFG for hyperthermia research applications was described in detail
and various practical constraints were considered. The
main constraints were inability to work in resonant
frequency, requiring dead time for generating switching
command signals, and minimizing switch conduction
power loss by working at low input dc voltage. An
objective function for maximizing dissipated power
by nano particles was derived, which considered the
above-mentioned constraints. Using genetic algorithm,
optimized parameters of the system for a 600W AMFG
were calculated. These parameters were resonant
frequency, copper tube diameter, coil number of turns,
and coil radius. According to the presented design
procedure, the AMFG was prepared and used for in
vivo hyperthermia research application.
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